When elementary particles cross silicon, they leave a small signal which can be used to trace them. Sophisticated silicon trackers with close to 10 9 sensor cells of 40 -100 µm dimensions are now installed in the experiments at CERN, the accelerator laboratory in Geneva, Switzerland. These systems take snapshots at 40 MHz rate, and allow to record every 25 ns the coordinates of hundreds of particles, that emerge from violent interactions between colliding beams. The purpose is to study the properties of matter in the TeV energy range, where energetic quanta interact on the 'atto' (10 -18 m) length-scale.
Such pixels can process single quanta and are designed to have connections with their neighboring cells, which allows analog and logic operations at ns time-scale for distributed events, where a single incoming X-ray quantum touches several cells simultaneously.
This Executive Summary is a preview of full coverage coming in the fall SSCS News.
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